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f Title: SG Minutes
Stage: IN SESSION - 05/04/2004
Owner : Andrew Lara

I. Call to Order
II. Roll Call #1

III. Minutes Approved

IV. Open Forum
Stanis: motion to extend guest speaker time for
Soerber to five minutes
Seconded and passed
Dr. Soreber: served two institutions as president
-member of the faculty since 1980
-asked to work with the system and the possiblity of
making a bid
-not here to speak for making a bid
-here to explain some of the facts and the process on
whether to bid or not to bid
-the decision to submit a proposal has not been made
not until the end of the calendar year
-Jan 2004 Dept of Energy reiterated its intent to
adopt Los Alamos
MacLeod: motion to extend time to Stoneberg has
finished speaking
Seconded and passed
Dr. Soreber : Feb 4 BOR authorized chancellor to
possibly make a bid
-BOR has not made a decision and suggest that it will
be closer to Dec than not
-Gathering info on the resources needed to adopt Los
Alamos
-discussing with Federal Agencies
-Request for proposal
-Draft sections of the RFP will be released for
comment
-that is the time to see in bits and pieces the
things necessary to make a bid
-issues such as overall management, security,
liability, fee struct, benefits for lab employees, etc
-BOR by constitution has the responsibility of the
entire university
-will not make the decision lightly
-Feb 4th announcing the boards vote to widen views
before they made decision
-BOR willing to get input from UT SG and any other UT
system
-thank you for attention or entertain questions
Questions:
Durham: sets a time frame for a forum in September is
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that too early?
SB: there is not a definitive answer because of the
release of the draft RFP—the release of the draft RFP
will be a proper time to make education discussion
-best guess in late Aug or early September, so October
would make sense to have a forum then
Stanis: there will be some type of forum
SB: promise made on Feb 4th
-UT California is in the same position
Silvermintz: would you say it is far too immature to
formulate an opinion
SB: he can't come to a decision, not more forward;
Yes, that doesn't mean people can't express there
opinions
Kennedy: what components of the RFP will effect the
decision
SB: those he previously mentioned
Durham: do you know anything of a forum for an
upcoming forum
SB: No
Durham: science and engineering seems that that is
what UT should be focusing on;
SB: natural laboratories and some is classified and
some has to do with weaponry but a lot of it does not
-the issues there is a lot of non-classified work that
did not use to be there—expect it to grow with time
Ross: costs estimates are about 6 million what makes
up those cost
SB: bid proposal would be a large document; a bulk
will go into personnel; then there is rental and IT
cost and travel cost
Kumar: what are the costs in the preparation
SB: regents allocated up to five hundred thousand;
doubt it will amount to that much
G. Interiano: motion to suspend rules and expend to as
long as necessary
Seconded and passed

Brummett: SG/Senate adhoc committee
-read over flier; will be back during rep privilege

Lindsay from Library: Student Library Council
-think about a career in library or info, science

Dr. Riley (physics): Los Alamos
-20 yrs did research at Los Alamos
-primarily a weapons lab
-50% of budget for weapons
-not certain what UT roles would be
-huge issue of compliance and liability
-concerned the UT striving for academic excellence and
taking over Los Alamos
-can't believe red flags will not result

-Ben Heath: Daily Texan
-incoming editor for DT
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“Brian F. has a conflict of interest
-overseeing a huge chunk of change that the DT
receives
Silvermintz: motion to suspend the rule and extend
time indef
Seconded and passed
Brandy: promote transparency and avoid conflict of
interest
-Brian animosity towards DT
Tayyeb: would that be his sole responsibility
BH: No
Brandy: DT receives 10% from student services fee
Rios: do you truly believe that on a ten person
committee that he would have so much power
BH: perceive bias is just as bad as actual bias
Tayyeb: do you think he ran for the betterment of the
DT
Brandy: not arguing Brian's intentions; there will be
a perceive bias
Long: will there be any other conflict of interest
BH: No, but fee money is an imperative issue

Johnathan Lee: Business Fair at Texas Union Ballroom
between 10-2
-SG/Senate adhoc committee: having a new committee
look into structural changes
-if you have any questions have a debate so you have a
competent vote

V. Guests
None

Palmier!: motion to suspend the rule and move
appointments next on agenda
Seconded and passed

VI. Appointments
Karl-Thomas Musselman and Alexis Puchek-GLBTA
Questions
motheral: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved
(sworn in)

Matthew Hargrow-ESB chair
-begin process of developing election code
-make code into a document
-violations will be punished appropriately
Questions
Stolhansky
MH: go over code thoroughly
Kennedy: do you have any specific changes going into
the position
MH: no
Stanis: views on looking at campaign finances
MH: should not be punished for not having a full
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ticket
-place a cap
Durham: would you be willing to consult with be from
the past election and formulate them into your
committee; attendance of ESB chair
MH: great idea;
-will have a light schedule during election time
Harris: reviewing applicants
MH: comprise a group of people who have insight; no
specific criteria
Stanis: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

G. Interiano: motion to suspend rule and move Ferguson
next on appointment list
Seconded and passed

Brian Ferguson-Student Services Fee Committee
Questions
Do you think there are any grudges from elections?
BF: No
-Why would you say you wouldn't
BF: that is not his perception
-working on a cause to make sure BF did not receive DT
editor; how do you act objectively towards an
organization that tainted you reputation
BF: there was no animosity and no tainted reputation
Tayyeb: how much influence do you hold on a committee
of 10
BF: 1/10th
Fuller Wigg: yield the floor to kate
Kate: what are you r goals
BF: on applic
Kate: what do you feel are the responsib of
organization
BF: outside the classroom training; allows people to
identify with a group of people; SSF more regulated
Hart : do you have plans on cutting DT funding
BF: no; had the opportunity in the past and will not
in the future
Silvermintz: yield to Kate
Kate: practical and social training
BF: one of them
Kumar: yield to John G.
John G.: willing to exlude yourself from votes
BF: no; plenty of activity in diff org. that would be
useful in running a committee
George: motion to end questioning and move into a
debate
Seconded and passed

Debate
Ross: Do we yield the floor to guests?
RM: Yes.

Interiano: Imove to call to previous question.
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Second
Motion rescinded.

Kennedy: Move to move back into questioning
Second
Failed

Yielded to Matt: I have experience with Ferguson.I
don't judge people.Iwanted to get info about him,
about him as a person and what he does. Ferguson does
not have best interests of students in mind. It's
sketchy that Ferguson lost the election, and now asks
to become part of another org that has partial control
over funding for student publications. My
organization is not in the mind of Ferguson, and what
we believe in in education. There is a conflict of
interest. It is not perceived, it is actual. He can
talk to others on the board, I don't know his
intentions, but personally and for the group of people
behind me,Idon't think Ferguson has the best
interests of TSP in mind.

Rios: Move to limit debate to one minute
Second
Approved

Chicotsky: Vote on potential threat, vote on
potential circumstances, you have the option to vote
up or down

Yielded to Phil: there is extreme conflict of
interests
Stolhansky: supporting BF because he is knowledgeable
of many campus aspects; respect Brent and Rachel's
decision to nominate him

yielded to John: there is a conflict of interest;
question was not answered; sure he could but 1/10 is a
large part

Silvermintz: move to end debate and go back to Q and A
Seconded and failed

Brummett : did not vote for BF, but does feel he is
qualified; campus media uniting is an example of bias

yielded to Kate: writing disertation; student body
would have issues that BF was up for SSF; has seen
nothing to counter his naivete

Stanis: should not outcast people just because they
did not win an election

yielded to __Fitzgeralded: finds it odd that a person
who lost election would want to become active in SSF;
it is imperative that whoever is controlling fee will
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do a fair job

yielded to Robert: UT needs people coming together and
say what they want; do something positive for his
organization and keep BF off SSF

Kennedy: BF would not focus for a semester and run for
editor if he did not think it was important

Wigg: BF was not answering questions, keep that in
mind

Donaldson: move to end debate and move to Q and A
Seconded and passed

Question and answers
Donaldson: why you still want to be involved with the
TSP with the SSF
BF: this had not cross his radar screens until he
received and email about it; there are a lot of budget
and he does know and understand the numbers. Not
doing this for KVR of KVRX; twice moved to increase
payroll for KVR and KVRX — many motions to better the
media
Kennedy : how important do you think the DT is to UT
BF: important enough to run for editor, to know the
budget of the DT; student radio and TV are also
important which is why they need to be on a steady
recurring fee
Durham: if there are cuts how would you prioritize the
organizations; how would you get to recurring fee
BF: budgeting process is a .study art; there are a lot
procedures and policies; death spiral by removing
KVRX; you need a person who is knowledgeable on these
issues
Stewart: the importance of the educational value of
organizations
BF: yes, hours on end; saved printing press
yielded to Shannon

Shannon Smith: could you, Mr. Ferguson give us,
student government, and the student body your word
that you will not use funds to alter the structure of
TSP, thereby depleting the existence of any
organization within that such as KVR, KVRX, the Daily
Texan, the Texas Travesty or the Cactus?

BF: that is not the role of the SSF;
MacLeod: how do you plan on addressing the concerns
expressed tonight:
BF: does not whole grudges; excellent practice; we all
here to do things to better the University;
G. Interiano: move to previous question
Seconded and passed
Voting for the approval of BF
Silvermintz: move to a roll call vote
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Brian Ferguson Approved

Maria Perez-Undergraduate Academic Experience
Questions
Brummett: what your position entails
MP: remain close communication with the office of the
provost
Windle: what issues will you bring up
MP: the incoming freshmen are an important issue; how
to make them move involved; GTT to maybe improve the
amount of people who attend
Long: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Appointees sworn in
-Congratulations

Danny MacDonald: Faculty Council
Questions
Brummett: motion to approve by acclamation
Seconded, objection
Kennedy: plus or minus grading
DM: has only heard rumors as well, however has not
taken a stand
Kennedy: motion to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Austin MacNamee; Information Technology Advisory
Committee
Questions
Livingston: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Osama Ishaque-ITAC
Matt Stolhandske-ITAC
handout to assembly
work on small things (housing, dorm accomodations)
MS: work with int'l office to get involved with
orientation committee (bus tours, etc) talk about SG
too
Donaldson: motion to approve by acclamation
seconded and approved

Lara-LLA Director
Iwas an LLA, andI am on exec.
Interiano: motion to approve by acclamation
objection
Brummett: reps didn't use program enough, how do you
encourage that?
Lara: new assembly, they're better this year, reps
feel LLAs are more qualified, they have earned a
better reputation,I would also talk to reps
individually
Tayyeb: can you handle both positions?
Lara: yes
Baker: will they work with agencies and committees?
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Lara: yes
Ochoa: how will you recruit?
Lara: set program already, but use listserves, get a
lot of applicants
Livingston: move to approve by acclamation
seconded and approved

Julie Wimmer ~PSAC
move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Rishi Aggarwal-Student Health Center Advisory
Committee
Question
Perez: a 24hr clinic
RA: great idea something that should be looked into
Motheral : move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Gus Perez: UTPD oversight
Questions
Stanis: do you know why some of them carry 2 guns
move and approve by acclamation
Seconded and passed

Natalie Ramirez and Alyx Vesey-WRC
Questions
G. Interiano: move to approve by acclamation
seconded and objected
Are men also welcome to the center
Yes
Ochoa: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Trevor-Environment Committee
Hart: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and approved

Appointees sworn in
Congratulations

Stewart: move to take a five minute recess
Seconded and approved

Silvermintz: suspend the rules, skip executive reports
and go into old business
Seconded and passed

VII. Unfinished Business
Mardel : changed the resolution significantly; take a
look at it and vote on it
Stanis: move to postpone indefinitely resolution AR1
Seconded
Tayyeb: move to debate
Stanis: unbecoming of the assembly if they stated they
are going to participate in a forum
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-set bad precedence
Stewart : move to limit debate to two minutes per
person
Seconded and passed
Kennedy: UT system would like to participate in a
forum if someone else host it
-Focus platform was largely centered on bringing
student input
Weber: UT stated they will host a forum
-resolution is slanted
Karchmer: setting a precedence about what the student
body wants
-this resolution wants SG to act as the voice of the
student body
-if we wait, its going to be problematic on timing
-if slanted, that is what we are here to do
G. Interiano: meeting is to discuss the resolution as
is
-BOR has already established the purpose of this
resolution
-we can't know more info until Aug
-taking a stance on a issue that we don't know how
Tayyeb: SG is mandating how the forum should be set up
-be it resolved causes set up a neutral space
-why wait for the BOR; be proactive
-increase our accountability with our consituents
Siivermintz: place a negative on an issue we don't
really know about
-when published, assume SG is against Los Alamos
Hart: move to end debate and move to voting
Seconded and fails
MacLeod: the people who author this bill will be
opened to friendly ammendments
Rios: a matter of whether it is necessary; it would be
more appropriate if made in the fall
Long: shows SG is ready and formalize it; hold BOR
accountable
StoShandske: look at political split in SG; show him
how it us unbiased; written by UT Watch
-we are not going to address political legislation on
SG's behalf
Ben Durham: (states SG mission statement)
-given investigated power
-time for debate is whether or not you want to get to
the end of the discussion
-there are no arguments why you should kill the bill
Reep: two issues: do we need this bill to help empower
us; whether or not the Los Alamos bid is a good or bad
thing
Austin: counteract what has already been stated by UT
-strike demand
-says SG is proactive
-only listing concerns
Martinez: the purpose of this resolution has been
accomplished
-whereas are one-sided
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Megan: they want to participate in a forum not sponsor
-if the resolution is debated, amendments can be made
to address both sides
Brummett: move to end debate and move into voting
Seconded and fails (22-12)
Silvermintz: move to five minute recess
Seconded and fails
Karchmer: move to limit debate those who are standing
to speak
Seconded and failed
Donaldson: move to amend to five speakers per side
Seconded and passed (21-11)
Wigg yielded to : have SG go on record and take and
initiative
-the administrators do not listen to students
-we need reps to speak on behalf of the students
Stolhandske: is this the appropriate time
-there are ulterior motives
Nick: whereas statements are one-sided because they
are concerns
-we want an open dialogue
-both sides be represented
-you are going to need the summer to get this forum
together
Brummett: everyone is for the forum, but the
resolution is biased
-to neutralize it would take some time
-bring the resolution back up in the fall
-change to a more specific degree where it is
tailored to what the RFP has to say
Dominique: UT watch does a lot of research
-resolution has been researched for months
-authors went to mtg on Friday to discuss friendly
amendments
Kumar: why cant we wait for the RFP
-keep the resolves the same
-make the whereas more along the lines where you can
refer to what was stated
Katie: not out to politicize anything; just calling
for an open forum
-SG not be proactive; what SG did to tuition
regulation
Donaldson: impressed with UT watch and thank you
-killing the resolution does not kill the resolution
Ross: we are calling for a forum to see both sides
-as reps it is our duty take the initiative and not
wait for the admin
-If CA is talking with their admin then we should be
doing the same
-does not express any sort of student opinion
Livingston: indirectly states a stance on the issue
-don't set a precedence of calling a forum that has
already been called for
-prudent to wait for the RFP
-The RFP can make the whereas seem frivolous
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Voting on whether or not to postpone it indefinitely
Motion carries

VIII. New Business
AB2: The Allocation of All Remaining Funds in the 19,
29, 30, and 41 University Accounts and the External
Checking Account Numbers 6800, 6804, and 6808

Rice: office, committee and agency expenses, etc.
Tayyeb: who makes the decisions
Rice: the majority of exec
Stanis: will they be published
Rice: they could be
Hinofotis: do
Rice: money can go to committees and agencies, update
computers, purchase a projector for the assembly
meetings
Hinofotis: is there a deadline to apply for the
money?
Rice: you don't need to apply, it's need based,
"rolling" as things come up, but let me know now so
that we can set money aside
Tayyeb: is this done every year?
Rice: yes,Imade grammatical changes
Stannus: move to approve by acclamation
second, approved

AR4:

Livingston: move to let committees and agencies go be
some of them have to leave
second, approved

Ginn: FIO is having a Friends party, everyone invited
Reep: resolution tonight about keychain callbox,
welcome to help out with my student services committee
meeting
Middleton: Sexual Assault Awareness Month, thank you
for participating, it means a lot to the community and
to me personally, three points-victims are not to
blame, issue affects all of us, and we have the power
as a community to change this, California has "shine
on" Day, keep lights and blinkers on the last day of
April
Tilton-Jones: great year at WRC, thanks for support,
donate a phone over 80 phones this year which will go
to wireless foundation to help victims, Guy We Love =
Matt Ross for help and bringing out FLO kids, lots of
faith in next year's directors, and bye.
Bajaria: we selected officers for LRA...

Gunther: introduces the incoming shuttle bus chair
-you guys are some phenomenal people
-best of luck to all y'all

Stolhanske: international student orientation; if you
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are interested contact Matt

AR4: Resolution to Support Key Chain Call Box
Initiative
Reep: initial proposal to get the support of the
assembly when they go to the administration to
consider the idea
Motheral: on line 15 change to growing to substantial
line 17 change has to had
On line 18 strike by gender and capitalize "I" in it
On third whereas, need and between college and
university
On line 33 strike there were and add the following
incidents were reported
On line 51 remove semi-colon after system
On line 15 make concern plural

Questions
Tayyeb: are we going to take measures to make it
accessible to individuals who have financial issues
Reep: yes, there are a lot of options
Silvermintz: are we going to get his real soon
Reep: as an option like longhorn sports package by
next Spring if not Fall
-have support of police officers
MacLeod: in 3rd whereas, if that really forwards your
argument?
Motheral: on campus includes dorms so possibly you
would know someone and still be able to use it
Reep: (references personal story)
-upgrade them into a wireless transceiver
Motheral: widens the usage of the call box inside or
outside
Middleton: medical emergencies is not included
Reep: people seemed to be more interested with the
crime fact
Middleton: would strengthen the resolution
Reep: make it a very, very good option for schools to
have
Ross: what is the range of this thing
Reep: the first stage would include 40Acres not west
campus, etc., but it could be done with time;
basically have one every acre; the system is the
abstract plan; companies tailor it to your school;
Motheral: there are companies that we can ask to
design a program for us.
Tayyeb: maybe it would be more effective if you add
"they could not do anything about it which
necessitates the need for the key chain call box"
Reep: call boxes are done with phone lines; it would
be better if they were wireless but they are costly
Ochoa : place the burden on the university's hands;
maybe add with the assistance of SG
Reep: okay
Ochoa : "encourages cooperation with the administration
of the University"
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Brummett: move to go into Representative Privilege
Seconded and passed

IX. Representative Privilege
Kennedy : received four responses on Napster acounts
-five test accounts

Brummett: did anyone have questions on report
Long: holding retreat at the same site together and co
hosting on the PR report—do you still recommend SG
still host its own retreat
Brummett: all the recommendations are solely
recommendations; we can do a few things with them
Long: it's a retreat for us to get to know each other;
it would be hard for us to get to know each other with
so many people
Westerband: public restrooms for transgender
individuals; the possibility of non-sex restrooms to
ensure our campus is a safe place
Donaldson: (reads fireline)
-e-mail the dean of the college of Natural Sciences
-will email information over the list serve
Fuller-Wigg: 1) every issue doesn't turn into people
saying an issue is partisan
2) speaking badly about a student organization should
not be tolerated
-it is your duty to respect them
3) rather than table address the issues
-"lets have a debate"
4) during university policy and friendly amendment
could have called to insert positive facts
5)encourage you to go to those links that state we
got information from...

Ross: the notion of limiting debate doesn't make any
sense
-West Campus Rezoning: mtg tomorrow

Perez: Community Policing concerning UTPD-a level of
interaction between campus and the UTPD
-writing a resolution supporting idea of community
policing
-contact Perez if interested
G . Interiano: offered amendments were turned down.
Wrote firing line do not hold Livingston of Stanis
responsible. The three labs might be joint together
in a bid. If you want to talk about the amendments he
proposed talked to him
Rios: as reps, arguments and disagreements are
reflection of your constituents
Weber: University Policy—considering there was so much
passion on the issue then go to the mtgs.

New Business
Reep: (goes over changes)
Motheral: whereas: students with medical emergencies
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may not have the means available to place a call for
help at the given time
1st be it resolved line 63 "to work with student
government"
Windle: can you read the line with 84%
-to say all of those people had no means to
Reep: that is going to be striken
MacLeod: move to amend in all those places
Seconded and passed
Ross: move to approve by acclamation
Seconded and passed
Ochoa: move to suspend the rules and move to executive
reports
Seconded and passed

X. Executive Reports
Senate of College Councils: Nick Staha
Not Present

President: Brent Chaney
-Daily Texan leaves to make a deadline; refrain from
making any complaints
-If you are going to write a press release it needs to
be signed by Rachel and Brent
-capping it at 50%; if you know any legislatures let
Favaad and Brent know so they can talk to them about
it
-Racial Respect and Fairness Report: Larry is working
on it
-there might be a little flexibility in exec in order
to get things done
-West Campus Rezoning-city council on Thursday at 4:00
-If you know 5th year seniors because they had to work
contact Brent
-If you want to get more involved email Brent

Vice President: Rachel McGinity
-you should have got a list of what people are working
on; use it as a resource to know what people are
working on
-thank you for staying all the way through

Executive Director: Amy Chiou
-Met with committee chairs and agency directors
-encourage people to actively participate and support committee chairs because they are super excited about th
projects
-Please check boxes
-remember that that info is private and often for SG reps only
-Please be respectful of that
-Also, if you don't want of need that infor please recycle it; don't leave it lying around
-good luck with finals and exams

Internal Financial Director: Jessica Rice
-thank you for passing bill
-Committee and Agency heads be sure to email Jessica reports requesting money
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External Financial Director: Dan Paschal
-alumni reunion for a game day; if you want to get
involved contact Dan
-if you have a good idea for fundraisng
-if you are going to be here this summer be involved
as you can
-Brent Chaney and Brummett are on study breaks

Attorney General: Amber Billingsley
-round of applause to those who did speaker circuits
-we are not enforcing absences these past two weeks
for speaker circuits
-summer projects
-thank you for respecting each other tonight

Secretary: Andrew Lara
-please familiarize yourself with website
-do not wait until Monday night to update resolutions on SG website
-it is the responsibility of the author to keep ammendments and changes to resolutions updated on SG website

X. Executive Reports
Senate of College Councils: Nick Staha
Not Present

President: Brent Chaney
-Daily Texan leaves to make a deadline; refrain from
making any complaints
-If you are going to write a press release it needs to
be signed by Rachel and Brent
-capping it at 50%; if you know any legislatures let
Favaad and Brent know so they can talk to them about
it
-Racial Respect and Fairness Report: Larry is working
on it
-there might be a little flexibility in exec in order
to get things done
-West Campus Rezoning-city council on Thursday at 4:00
-If you know 5th year seniors because they had to work
contact Brent
-If you want to get more involved email Brent

Vice President: Rachel McGinity
-you should have got a list of what people are working
on; use it as a resource to know what people are
working on
-thank you for staying all the way through

Executive Director: Amy Chiou
-Met with committee chairs and agency directors
-encourage people to actively participate and support committee chairs because they are super excited about th
projects
-Please check boxes
-remember that that info is private and often for SG reps only
-Please be respectful of that
-Also, if you don’t want of need that infor please recycle it; don’t leave it lying around
-good luck with finals and exams
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Internal Financial Director: Jessica Rice
-thank you for passing bill
-Committee and Agency heads be sure to email Jessica reports requesting money

External Financial Director: Dan Paschal
-alumni reunion for a game day; if you want to get
involved contact Dan
-if you have a good idea for fundraisng
-if you are going to be here this summer be involved
as you can
-Brent Chaney and Brummett are on study breaks

Attorney General: Amber Billingsley
-round of applause to those who did speaker circuits
-we are not enforcing absences these past two weeks
for speaker circuits
-summer projects
-thank you for respecting each other tonight

Secretary: Andrew Lara
-please familiarize yourself with website
-do not wait until Monday night to update resolutions on SG website
-it is the responsibility of the author to keep ammendments and changes to resolutions updated on SG website

XI. Announcements
Wes Carpenter: call box issue will not make it into
the paper tomorrow

XII. Roll Call #2

XIII. Adjournment at 12:00pm

Footnotes
Here is attendance and roll call votes for May 4, 2004

http://www.utexas.edu/studentgov/sg/archlves/files.php7files_id-44
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